
The journal calls for papers on an on-going basis, and for thematic is-
sues – according to the schedule posted on: https://www.journals.us.edu.
pl/index.php/SEIA/index (Call for Papers).

The volume of the text for publication as a scientific article should be 
between 12 and 17 pages of standardised print, the volume of the text of 
an another type (like report, review) should be 8 pages of standardised 
print at most. 

The text should be saved in a Word, LibreOffice Writer or OpenOffice 
Writer file, with the following parameters: A4 format, margins of 2.5 cm 
each, pages numbered at the bottom footer, 12-point Times New Roman 
font, spacing 1.5 lines. A new paragraph should be started with an indent 
(1,0 cm).

Papers in English

The required elements of the paper

Points 1e–1h and 3 apply only to articles. 

1. Introductory information, placed on the first page of the paper, in the 
following order: 

a) author’s first name and surname

b) full original name of the centre the author represents

c) ORCID 

d) title of the paper

e) abstract in English (maximum 700 characters, including spaces)

f) keywords (maximum 5 words)

g) optionally: keywords translated into Polish

h) in the first footnote (marked with an asterisk: *, with a reference 
after the article title): information on the sources of financing of the 
research presented in the paper (full name of the grant(s), statutory 
research, with precise names of institutions financing the research, 
time of conduct etc.) 

Studia Etnologiczne i A
ntropologiczne, t. 21, nr 2 

ISSN
 2353-9860 (czasopism

o elektroniczne)
Information for the authors 

https://journals.us.edu.pl/index.php/SEIA
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/deed.pl
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2. Main body of the text.

3. Bibliography.

4. Biographical entry (academic degree, place of work, area of scientific 
interest, major publications, e-mail address). Providing a biographical 
entry implies consent for its publication. The editorial staff reserves the 
right to make non-substantial changes in the biographical entry. 

Quotations 

Short quotations are put between quotation marks and placed within the 
text of the author’s disquisition. 

Long quotations (more than 40 words) are written as the so-called block 
quotations, i.e. without quotation marks, as separate paragraphs, in smaller 
font (11 points), with an extra space before and after the quotation. 

In justified cases short quotations may be written as block quotations. 

When giving short quotations from foreign language publications, in 
own translations, an appropriate note information must be included. 

When putting special typeface in the quotation, an appropriate note 
infor mation must be included. 

An omission in a quotation is indicated by an ellipsis in square brack-
ets:  […]. A punctuation mark should be inserted before or after the 
brackets, according to the source.

Non-Latin characters

Cyrillic alphabets:

– bibliographic descriptions should use the alphabet of the given lan-
guage; in addition, the name(s) beginning the bibliographic descrip-
tion should be given in transliteration: 

[Belova O.W.] Белова О.В., 2001, Славянский бестиарий. Словарь 
названий и символики, Индрик, Мoсква.

– in references names must be given in transliteration only:

(Belova, 2001: 34)

– transliteration should be used in the author’s text; where appropri-
ate, the original text may be given at the same time; 
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– transliteration rules developed by the American Library Associa-
tion and Library of Congress should be followed, c.f. http://www.loc.
gov/catdir/cpso/roman.html.

Other writing systems: 

– both in biographical descriptions and in the author’s text use trans-
literated text; where appropriate, the original text may be given at the 
same time;

– transliteration rules developed by the American Library Associa-
tion and Library of Congress should be followed, c.f. http://www.loc.
gov/catdir/cpso/roman.html.

In-text citations and bibliography – general guidelines 

In papers in English, sources are cited in the “author and date” system, 
in-text cictations and bibliography are prepared in accordance with Chi-
cago style; see Chicago manual of style, https://www.chicagomanualof-
style.org/tools_citationguide/citation-guide-2.html.

The bibliography may include only items referred to in the paper. 

The bibliographic description of a publication is prepared on the basis 
of a title page. Regardless of the language of the publication, the infor-
mation following the title must be given in English, using appropriate 
abbreviations (e.g. “ed.”, “eds.”, “transl.”, “vol.”, “no.”).

In the book, provide information about the publisher. 

If the publication does not specify the year of publication, place of publi-
cation or publisher, this should be indicated by using the Latin abbrevia-
tions, respectively: “s.a.”, “s.l.”, “s.n.”. 

The numbering relating to volumes, parts, notebooks, journal issue, etc. 
are always written in Arabic numerals, regardless of the source notation. 

In English-language titles (except for the titles of journals), words are 
capitalised only where required by spelling rules (e.g. at the beginning 
of sentences, in proper names):

Does meat come from animals? A multispecies approach to classification 
and belonging in Highland Guatemala

If a DOI has been assigned to the publication, it must be provided (in the 
form of a hyperlink, as the last element of the bibliographic description, 
ended with a full-stop):

http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/roman.html
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/roman.html
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/roman.html
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/roman.html
https://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide/citation-guide-2.html
https://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide/citation-guide-2.html
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Yates-Doerr, Emily. 2015. “Does meat come from animals? A multispe-
cies approach to classification and belonging in Highland Guatema-
la.” American Ethnologist 42, no. 2: 309–323. https://doi.org/10.1111/
amet.12132.

Bibliographic descriptions of publications by the same author are ar-
ranged chronologically. If publications appeared in the same year, suc-
cessive letters of the alphabet are added to the year of publication in 
alphabetical order:

Święch, Jan. 2005. Tajemniczy świat wiatraków. Łódź: Polskie Towa-
rzystwo Ludoznawcze.

Święch, Jan. 2009a. “Czy maszyny mają duszę? Rzecz o personifikacji 
młynów wietrznych.” In Problemy muzeów związane z zachowaniem 
i konserwacją zbiorów. Międzynarodowa Konferencja Konserwatorska, 
temat: Konserwacja zachowawcza i kreacja konserwatorska zabytków 
techniki, Szreniawa, 14–15 października 2008, 11–21. Szreniawa: 
Muzeum Narodowe Rolnictwa i Przemysłu Rolno-Spożywczego.

Święch, Jan. 2009b. “Współczesne problemy kolekcjonerstwa w muze-
alnictwie etnograficznym.” Etnografia Nowa 1: 45–52.

Basic models of references and bibliographic descriptions 

Author’s book: 

(Sulima 2000, 158–159)

Sulima, Roch. 2000. Antropologia codzienności. Kraków: Wydawnic-
two Uniwersytetu Jagiellońskiego.

Translated book: 

(Lahiri 2016, 178–179)

Lahiri, Jhumpa. 2016. In other words. Translated by Ann Goldstein. 
New York: Alfred A. Knopf.

Edited by: 

(Clifford and Marcus 1986, 178–179) 

Clifford, James, and George E. Marcus. Eds. 1987. Writing culture: The 
poetics and politics of ethnography. California: University of California 
Press. 

A paper included in a book (specify the number of pages in the descrip-
tion in the bibliography): 
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(Blaxter 1976, 121)

Blaxter, Mark. 1976. “Social class and health inequalities.” In Equalities 
and inequalities in health, edited by John Peel, J.O. Carter, 120–135. 
London: Academic Press. 

A paper included in a journal (specify the number of pages in the de-
scription in the bibliography:)

(Robotycki 2011, 41)

Robotycki, Czesław. 2011. “Ludowe i amatorskie pisanie o historii.” 
Konteksty – Polska Sztuka Ludowa. Antropologia Kultury – Etnografia 

– Sztuka 1(292): 40–44.

Text in a journal: 

(Radziwinowicz 2020)

Radziwinowicz, Wacław. 2020. “Ormianie przegrali wojnę.” Gazeta 
Wyborcza, November 12, 2020.

A text published on a website (if the text has a date of publication, this 
should be given; it is mandatory to provide a hyperlink and the date of 
access):

(Bafia 2018)

Bafia, Szymon. 2018, March 17. “Konne wyścigi góralskich kumoterek 
na liście niematerialnego dziedzictwa kultury.” Polska Agencja Prasowa. 
Accessed May 1, 2020. https://www.pap.pl/aktualnosci/news,1333611,-
konne-wyscigi-goralskich-kumoterek-na-liscie-niematerialnego-dziedzic
twa-kultury.html. 

Diploma dissertation: 

(Jawoszek 2011, 33)

Jawoszek, Agata. 2011. Boszniacy. Literackie narracje tożsamościowe. 
PhD diss. D.  Gil. Kraków: Wydział Filologiczny, Uniwersytet Jagiel-
loński w Krakowie.

Illustrative material 

Photographs, illustrations, diagrams, etc. should be inserted in an appro-
priate place in the article, with a caption, according to the model (if the 
source is a publication, etc., a full bibliographic description should be 
given; the item should also be written in the bibliography): 
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Photo 1. Pashtuns’ camp, western Pakistan (fot. J. Stolarski, July 2005)

Il. 1. Traditional costume of a married Pashtun woman 
Source: Krzysztof Wolski. 1978. Pakistan. Dzieje ziemi i państwa, 57. 
Warszawa: Książka i Wiedza.

Chart 1. Respondents’ native tongue 
Source: Own study. 

Also any other information required by the owner of copyright or related 
rights in the material must be included. 

Photographs, illustrations etc. should be submitted as separate files, in the 
format: .jpg, .gif, .bmp, .png or .tif. The files should have a minimum reso-
lution of 300 dpi (at a scale of 1:1, i.e. if the photo is to be enlarged for 
the purpose of publication, the resolution should be appropriately greater).

Charts should be submitted as separate files, in a format, for example, 
docx, .xls, .xlsx. A file should be editable (must contain metadata). 

Copyrights

The authors are responsible for obtaining and submitting to the SEiA 
Editorial Office permission to publish the illustrative and textual ma-
terials if required under the Copyright and Neighbouring Rights Act 
(c.f. the paper’s author’s statement: https://wydawnictwo.us.edu.pl/sites/
wydawnictwo.us.edu.pl/files/oswiadczenie_autora-artykul_w_czaso 
pismie-cc.pdf; the Copyright and Neighbouring Rights Act: http://isap.
sejm.gov.pl/isap.nsf/DocDetails.xsp?id=WDU19940240083). 

Submitting a text for printing means permission for printing without 
receiving a royalty. 

The editorial staff reserves the right to a final decision to qualify the text 
for printing. 

https://wydawnictwo.us.edu.pl/sites/wydawnictwo.us.edu.pl/files/oswiadczenie_autora-artykul_w_czasopismie-cc.pdf
https://wydawnictwo.us.edu.pl/sites/wydawnictwo.us.edu.pl/files/oswiadczenie_autora-artykul_w_czasopismie-cc.pdf
https://wydawnictwo.us.edu.pl/sites/wydawnictwo.us.edu.pl/files/oswiadczenie_autora-artykul_w_czasopismie-cc.pdf
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Papers in languages other than English 

The required elements of the paper

Paper in Polish

Points 1f–1i and 3 apply only to articles.

1. Introductory information, placed on the first page of the paper, in the 
following order: 

a) author’s first name and surname

b) full name of the centre the author represents

c) ORCID 

d) title of the paper

e) optionally: title of the paper translated into English

f) abstract in Polish or English (maximum 700 characters, including 
spaces)

g) optionally: keywords translated in English

h) keywords in Polish (maximum 5 words) 

i) in the first footnote (marked with an asterisk: *, with a reference 
after the article title): information on the sources of financing of the 
research presented in the paper (full name of the grant(s), statutory 
research, with precise names of institutions financing the research, 
time of conduct etc.) 

2. Main body of the text.

3. Bibliography. 

4. Biographical entry in Polish and optionally in English (academic de-
gree, place of work, area of scientific interest, major publications, e-mail 
address). Providing a biographical entry implies permission to its pub-
lication. The editorial staff reserves a right to make non-content related 
changes in the biographical entry.

Papers in languages other than Polish and English 

Points 1f–1i and 3 apply only to articles.

1. Introductory information, placed on the first page of the paper, in the 
following order: 
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a) author’s first name and surname

b) full original name of the centre the author represents 

c) ORCID 

d) title of the paper

e) title of the paper translated into English 

f) abstract in English (maximum 700 characters, including spaces)

g) keywords translated in English 

h) keywords in the language of the Paper (maximum 5 words)

i) in the first footnote (marked with an asterisk: *, with a reference after 
the article title): information on the sources of financing of the research 
presented in the paper (full name of the grant(s), statutory research, with 
precise names of institutions financing the research, time of conduct etc.). 

2. Main body of the text.

3. Bibliography.

4. Biographical entry in the language of the paper and in English (aca-
demic degree, place of work, area of scientific interest, major publica-
tions, e-mail address). Providing a biographical entry implies permission 
to its publication. The editorial staff reserves a right to make non-con-
tent related changes in the biographical entry.

Quotations

Short quotations are put between quotation marks and placed within the 
text of the author’s disquisition.

Long quotations (more than 40 words) are written as the so-called block 
quotations, i.e. without quotation marks, as separate paragraphs, in small-
er font (11 points), with an extra space before and after the quotation. 

In justified cases short quotations may be written as block quotations. 

When giving short quotations from foreign language publications, in own 
translations, relevant information must be included.

When putting special typeface in the quotation, an appropriate note in-
formation must be included.

An omission in a quotation is indicated by an ellipsis in square brackets: 
[…]. A punctuation mark should be inserted before or after the brackets, 
according to the source.
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Non-Latin characters

Papers in Polish

Cyrillic alphabets:

– bibliographic descriptions should use the alphabet of the given lan-
guage; in addition, the name(s) beginning the bibliographic descrip-
tion should be given in transcription: 

[Bełowa O.W.] Белова О.В., 2001, Славянский бестиарий. Словарь 
названий и символики, Индрик, Мoсква.

– in references names must be given in transcription only:

(Bełowa, 2001: 34)

– transcription should be used in the author’s text; where appropriate, 
the original text may be given at the same time; 

– applicable are the transcription rules in the PWN dictionary of 
Polish spelling, available at: https://sjp.pwn.pl/zasady/Transliteracja-
i-transkrypcja-slowianskich-alfabetow-cyrylickich;629693.html.

Other writing systems:

– both in biographical descriptions and in the author’s text use trans-
literated text; where appropriate, the original text may be given at the 
same time;

– transliteration tables concerning Greek and Hebrew alphabets are 
available at the website of NUKAT: https://centrum.nukat.edu.pl/pl/
warsztat/transliteracja.

Papers in languages other than Polish and English

Cyrillic alphabets:

– bibliographic descriptions should use the alphabet of the given lan-
guage; in addition, the name(s) beginning the bibliographic descrip-
tion should be given in transcription or transliteration, depending 
on the adopted rule, e.g.: 

[Belova O.W.] Белова О.В., 2001, Славянский бестиарий. Словарь 
названий и символики, Индрик, Мoсква.

– in referencesnames must be given only in transcription or translit-
eration:

(Belova, 2001: 34)
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– use transcription or transliteration in the author’s text, depending 
on the adopted rule; where appropriate, the original text may be 
given at the same time; 

– applicable are transcription or transliteration rules appropriate for 
the language of the article. 

Other writing systems:

– both in biographical descriptions and in the author’s text use trans-
literated text; where appropriate, the original text may be given at the 
same time;

– applicable are transliteration rules appropriate for the language of 
the article.

In-text citations – general guidelines

SEiA sources are indicated by means of in-text bibliographic cross-ref-
erences, in the format: (author, year: page number). The basis for refer-
ences is the bibliography. 

References to a page or pages are given after the year of publication, after 
a colon: 

(Święch, 2005: 46, 58–59)

Names of authors or editors of one publication are separated by a comma:

(Clifford, Marcus, 1986: 178)

References concerning particular authors are separated by a semicolon. 
Names of authors or editors are cited in alphabetical order and the dates 
of publication of individual publications by the same author are cited in 
chronological order: 

(Pisarek et al., 2017; Święch 2005, 2009a, 2009b, 2019)

If a name occurs in the text of the argument, only the year of publication 
and a reference to the page or pages are given in brackets:

…Jan Święch (2005: 33)…

“Ibidem”, “idem”, “thereof ” etc. are not used in references.
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Bibliography – general guidelines

The bibliography may include only items referred to in the study. 

The bibliographic description of a publication is prepared on the basis of 
a title page. Information included in the publication are given in the lan-
guage of the original (e.g. “red.’, “ed.”, “eds.”, “Hrsg.”, “tłum.”, “přel.”, “transl.”, 

“Übers.”, “t.”, “vol.”, “Teil”, “Bd.”, “nr”, “č”, “no.”, “Nr.”).

In English-language titles (except for the titles of journals), words are 
capitalised only where required by spelling rules (e.g. at the beginning 
of sentences, in proper names):

Does meat come from animals? A multispecies approach to classification 
and belonging in Highland Guatemala

Particular elements of the description are separated with comas: 

Sulima R., 2000, Antropologia codzienności, Kraków, Wydawnictwo 
Uniwersytetu Jagiellońskiego.

Book – provide information about the publisher.

Work edited by – names of the editors are given as the first element of 
the description; 

Clifford J., Marcus G.E., eds., 1987, Writing culture. The poetics and 
politics of ethnography, California, University of California Press. 

Non-autonomous publication (e.g. an article in a joint publication, jour-
nal) – the pages where the given publication is included should be speci-
fied at the end. 

A text published on a website – if the text has a date of publication, this 
should be given; it is mandatory to provide a hyperlink and the date of access.

If the publication does not specify the year of publication, place of publi-
cation or publisher, this should be indicated by using the Latin abbrevia-
tions, respectively: “s.a.”, “s.l.”, “s.n.”. 

If a DOI has been assigned to the publication, it must be provided 
(in  the form of a hyperlink, as the last element of the bibliographic 
description, ended with a full-stop):

Yates-Doerr E., 2015, Does meat come from animals? A multispecies ap
proach to classification and belonging in Highland Guatemala, “American 
Ethnologist”, vol. 42, no. 2, p. 309–323, https://doi.org/10.1111/amet.12132.

The numbering relating to volumes, parts, notebooks, journal issues, etc. 
are always written in Arabic numerals, regardless of the source notation. 
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Bibliographic descriptions of publications by the same author are ar-
ranged chronologically. If publications appeared in the same year, suc-
cessive letters of the alphabet are added to the year of publication in 
alphabetical order.

Within the remaining scope, follow the rules of preparing bibliographic 
description relevant for the language of the article. 

Illustrative material

Photographs, illustrations, charts, etc. should be placed in an appropriate 
place in the article and provided with a caption. 

In the case of non-proprietary material, the caption should provide in-
formation about the author. Place the source under the caption. If the 
publication is a source etc., a full bibliographic description should be 
provided (the item should also be written in the bibliography). Also any 
other information required by the owner of copyright or related rights 
in the material must be included. 

Photographs, illustrations etc. should be submitted as separate files, in the 
format: .jpg, .gif, .bmp, .png or .tif. The files should have a minimum reso-
lution of 300 dpi (at a scale of 1:1, i.e. if the photo is to be enlarged for 
the purpose of publication, the resolution should be appropriately greater).

Charts should be submitted as separate files, in a format, for example, 
docx, .xls, .xlsx. A file should be editable (must contain metadata).

Copyrights

The authors are responsible for obtaining and submitting to the SEiA 
Editorial Office permission to publish the illustrative and textual ma-
terials if required under the Copyright and Neighbouring Rights Act 
(c.f. the paper’s author’s statement: https://wydawnictwo.us.edu.pl/sites/
wydawnictwo.us.edu.pl/files/oswiadczenie_autora-artykul_w_czaso 
pismie-cc.pdf; the Copyright and Neighbouring Rights Act: http://isap.
sejm.gov.pl/isap.nsf/DocDetails.xsp?id=WDU19940240083). 

Submitting a text for printing means permission for printing without 
receiving a royalty. 

The editorial staff reserves the right to a final decision to qualify the text 
for printing.

https://wydawnictwo.us.edu.pl/sites/wydawnictwo.us.edu.pl/files/oswiadczenie_autora-artykul_w_czasopismie-cc.pdf
https://wydawnictwo.us.edu.pl/sites/wydawnictwo.us.edu.pl/files/oswiadczenie_autora-artykul_w_czasopismie-cc.pdf
https://wydawnictwo.us.edu.pl/sites/wydawnictwo.us.edu.pl/files/oswiadczenie_autora-artykul_w_czasopismie-cc.pdf

